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The little mermaid vanessa fanfiction

Eric was in love with Ariel's voice, but he loved Ursula's words. Everything he had said was his own, and that's what he was in love with. His intelligence and the conversations they share. It hurt that Ursula suffered now that Eric was treating Ariel. Ariel, who he'd never spoken to. At that moment, Ursula's
heart got colder. Ursula's a victim here, and I'm trying very hard to show it! -- larosesombre Language: English Words: 1,240 Figures: 1/1 Tissue: 17 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 366 Ariel is punk, Jasmine is a feminist, Gaston is sexist (no Sherlock), Anita is a literary teacher, Rapundle and Flynn live together,
Aladdin is a fraud, Cinderella reached law student, Kronk works in kitchens, Cruella is a fashion teacher, Hook teaches geam knowledge and they all study (or teach) at the prestigious Yensid Academy! Love stories, drug problems, activism, money problems, family problems, fur problems, maybe even
murder, who knows? Rewrite stories and what happened... Language: English Words: 876 Figures: 1/10 Tissue: 9 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 1070 Follow the lives of Waltville teenagers such as Cinderella, Ariel, Philip, Flynn, Anna and Adam as their great dreams of romance, popularity and belonging to face the
even greater forces that threaten their city. Language: English Words: 162,737 Figures: 24/30 Tissue: 36 Bookmarks: 6 Hits: 3184 She may not be his dream girl, but she feels like she still falls in love with him, and people around her can sense it. They offer him gentle nudges in his direction whenever
possible, throwing an eye and nod and knowing with a smile to him whenever he passes by, commenting on how beautiful and charming the new occupant of the palace really is. Every little desire brings him a little closer to him, opens his heart to a slightly wider possibility, but that the siren-like song still
echoes in his ears, reminding him of what might be. Maybe there's a point where that song becomes an excuse. Written for Fic in A Box 2020. Language: English Words: 1,130 Figures: 1/1 Collections: 1 Tissue: 12 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 148 Anna's favorite band has come to town, and she draws Elsa's
mystery and enchantment online as sparks fly between herself and a muted red-haired band member. Language: English words: 1,797 figures: 1/? Tissue: 7 Hits: 62 When new girl Moana Motunui joins her new school, Walt E. disney high, she learns what's going on behind movie screens with beloved
Disney characters. He is whisted into the modern Disney world of drama, love triangles and groups of friends performing at school. But will any of the characters get after their happy lives? Language: English Words: 231,463 Figures: 48/48 Tissue: 6 Hits: 591 Vanessa has managed to marry Prince Eric



and now both the country and the However, he is still a merpeople collector and has a few choice words for some of his favorites. PROMPT COMPLETE: VERBAL ABUSE. Part 3 Of BadThingsHappen - R2 Language: English Words: 732 Figures: 1/1 Collections: 1 Tissue: 4 Hits: 254 Vanessa wants to
ruin Ariel before she pulls him back into the sea and Eric is so easily misled. Language: English Words: 2,406 Figures: 1/1 Collections: 2 Tissue: 38 Bookmarks: 6 Hits: 2054 Ursula makes a dramatic change to get her Ariel back! Language: English Words: 100 Figures: 1/1 Collections: 1 Tissue: 27
Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 906 Language: English Words: 2,605 Figures: 1/? Tissue: 2 Hits: 121 When Hans found out Elsa was seeing her best friend Eric, she tries to help him get noticed, but when he brings them closer together, he realizes that he doesn't really want Eric. Language: English Words: 7,079
Figures: 1/1 Tissue: 35 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 409 Anna finds herself all alone. Olaf's gone to dust. Meanwhile, Elsa finds herself in the buri of an icy tavern, a disturbing face from the past coming to her. Hans has had some hands for a while and has used it wisely, contacting despised thugs for help. MAKE
SURE YOU'VE SEEN FROZEN 2 BEFORE READING THIS IT CONTAINS spoilers from the movie Language: English Words: 7,415 Figures: 10/10 Tissue: 22 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 758 Eric was in love with Ariel's voice, but he loved Ursula's words. Everything he had said was his own, and that's what he
was in love with. His intelligence and the conversations they share. It hurt that Ursula suffered now that Eric was treating Ariel. Ariel, who he'd never spoken to. At that moment, Ursula's heart got colder. Ursula's a victim here, and I'm trying very hard to show it! -- larosesombre Language: English Words:
1,240 Figures: 1/1 Tissue: 17 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 366 This story is its own erotic version of Disney's The Little Mermaid, albeit some huge changes. The plot is nothing like a classic Disney movie, and it's happening in the modern era. Prince Eric is also instead of OC: English Words: 2,887 Figures: 1/?
Tissue: 21 Bookmarks: 2 Hits: 2065 Elsa didn't need an additional problem with her life. He's got a lot of them already. Why did he resist his brother for a couple of strangers? One of them doesn't even like him! No, no, no. High school. Elsanna, what are you? No incest. Cynical! Anna, come on. Extreme
Slow Burn] language: English words: 196,069 figures: 54/? Tissue: 168 Bookmarks: 16 Hits: 4706 Vanessa Is Trapped Inside Ursula... Language: English Words: 301 Figures: 1/1 Collections: 1 Tissue: 19 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: 140 Another unhappy soul fell in love with Sea Witch's futile promises.
Language: English Words: 626 Figures: 1/1 Collections: 1 Tissue: 6 Bookmarks: 1 Hits: Ursula stole his voice. Vanessa's stealing his heart. Language: English Words: 234 Figures: 1/1 Tissue: 71 Bookmarks: 7 Hits: The Adventures of 1421 Pixelate Princesses and Her Not Quite Arch-Nemesis. Part 9
Disney Femslash Language: English Words: 1,326 Figures: 2/2 Tissue: 47 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2009 This is a long-awaited anthology for animated films crossovers. Usually all smoke, I take requests and write original content and take donations. I want these anthologies to include works from as many
writers as possible and to give everyone credit. Language: English words: 31,875 figures: 8/? Tissue: 51 Bookmarks: 12 Hits: 19077 [Modern AU]: Couples who have been together for a long time say the key to staying together is working as a team towards the greater good, to tolerate difficult (even
tragic) times to grow together and work towards a mature union. -Amy DickinsonOr; Megara Korso and Esmeralda Ayres are facing the biggest challenge their relationship faces. What happens when a storm hits and there's barely any hope left? Language: English Words: 12,903 Figures: 2/32
Collections: 1 Tissue: 15 Bookmarks: 5 Hits: 804 The time Ursula gave Ariel on land has also given time to reflect on her own plans. Now he's got something better on his mind and a lot more cruel. She wonders if the little mermaid understands that it's not personal. The prince under his control is the
perfect weapon and the mermaid princess is the perfect messenger. Language: English Words: 1,143 Figures: 1/1 Tissue: 22 Bookmarks: 3 Hits: 2910 Comments Share [Source] Vanessa is Ursula's human alter ego from The Little Mermaid. She is a very beautiful and seductive woman who brainwashes
Prince Eric into loving her instead of Ariel. The background concept and creation of Vanessa's role in the film is inspired by the original Anderson story. In the story of the mermaid's rescue of the prince, she is found on the beach by a shrine maiden who she believes saved her. Later, when the mermaid
becomes human, she discovers that the prince is marrying the lady. And eventually the lady marries the prince, while the little mermaid dies and turns into sea foam. Vanessa's place in the film is inspired by events in the book. Just that the lady is now Ursula in disguise to expand the witch's role and
influence as a villain. The appearance of Vanessa is slender, but voluptuful, a young woman similar to Ariel in a certain way. Most of the similarities they share are that their waists are the same size, and the structure of their faces is almost as large as each other's. The shape of the hair is also almost
identical. It is believed that this was done to make it more credible that he saved Eric. Ursula, however, stands out from Ariel in many Ways to prevent yourself from arousing suspicion from Ariel and her friends, at first. Most notablely, their hairstyles are different, and while Ariel's hair flaming red and
straight, Vanessa's hair is dark brown and wavy. Vanessa's skin is also lighter than Ariel's, and her eyes are purple instead of blue. Vanessa wears three outfits during her brief appearance on the big screen. The first of these outfits is a majorellen blue corset with a long pale pastel purple dress
underneath without sleeves, instead using shoulder straps. He wears this on the beach when he hypnotizes Eric and a long cloak. Just before the wedding ceremony, Vanessa is seen in another dress. This is vanilla under her wedding dress. It extends below her neckline, but it doesn't have the shoulder
straps vanessa's corset made in advance. He also has black apartments. Vanessa's last dress is a long white wedding dress with ruffles covering its front and a split skirt. He also has a long skin above his head, although unlike Ariel, it is not transparent. She also has shoulder bulges, although not as big
as Ariel's. However, the dress will be destroyed during the Scuttle attack. She also wears white heels during this time. And with all three outfits, she wears a nautilus necklace (wearing Ariel's voice) around her neck until Scuttle destroys it. Ursula, although in this form, removes most of her diva persona
and acts spritely alone, but puts on a convincing façade of innocence when she is around others. Vanessa behaves much like appreciating ursula's body language by dressing more revealingly in outfits than Ariel, while curling up sensually by Eric. He only talks a lot alone or during an attack when he
attacks angrily. Despite this, he is not completely defenceless; when pressed, he begins to fight cruelly, as was seen when he strangled Scuttle (and after it is implied that he struck around other birds). He tried to look innocent and sweet to all the spectators, but this façade evaporated as he tried to
defend himself from swarms of wild animals. Abilities Vanessa was able to hypnotize people with her (actually Ariel's) voice, and she can do so as long as her pleasure survives. Presumably, he was also either a skilled swimmer or had teleportation abilities, such as his arrival at Prince Eric's Castle from
Ursula's Cave. He also has limited shape-shifting features, which are reinforced with the help of nautilation. Presumably, he also has the same abilities as Ursula, although it will not be made clear either way if she does. It's also that he was able to invite When she even has to without pleasure, as the
storm immediately appeared on the second day of sunset, and she used it to turn back into Ursula. Appearances The Little Mermaid When Ariel comes too close to succeed in her mission, Ursula decided to take matters into her tentacles. She's a beautiful woman (under the alias Vanessa) in Ariel's voice
to sabotage her relationship with Eric. Another day. Ursula, as Vanessa, enchants Eric into marrying her by using Ariel's voice along with her magic. On the morning of the third day, Eric informed Grimbsy that his wedding was at sunset. All the time, Ariel watches from the shadows as the mysterious dark-
haired girl curls up in Eric suggestively until she escapes into tears. After Ariel's gone, Vanessa giggles to herself and watches the nautilus around her neck glow brightly. Cut the third day into the sunset, and the wedding ship is gone. Vanessa is in her dressing room singing about her victory, unaware
that Scuttle, one of Ariel's friends, is spying on her. After a while, Vanessa looks in the mirror and her true shape is revealed. Scuttle panics and flies to warn Ariel and gather troops at the wedding stall. As the wedding ceremony begins, Vanessa walks down a row of bowing guests hand in hand with
hypnotized Eric. He confronts Eric's sheepdog Max, who growls at him angrily. In retaliation, he kicks Max with his angry pouted face before lifting his head innocently. After the priest reaches out, Vanessa looks to the sun-goer to make sure her plan goes according to plan and grins viciously. Then he
turns to Eric and uses his influence to get him to say I want to. Before Vanessa can take her oath, Scuttle will be accompanied by an attack force of various sea creatures to attack Vanessa. A brief violent brawl ensues, played mostly for laughs, as Vanessa inefficiently tries to defend herself with
increasing glistiness and viciousness. Eventually, Scuttle gets close to Vanessa to attack her, but she retaliates by strangling him. When he tries to kill Scuttle, he tries to break the necklace. Just then, Eric's sheepdog Max breaks his leash and runs across the deck to take a huge piece of his butt, causing
Vanessa to lose her grip on Scuttle and let him break the chain, sending the necklace flying over the lid. The nautilus breaks, and Ariel gets her voice back. Eric's spell breaks and he runs fast to Ariel. Vanessa tries to protest, but reacts with shock to her voice now back to normal. Despite this, however,
Vanessa/Ursula manages to win a contract at sunrise before Ariel and Eric can kiss, and Ariel turns back into a mermaid. Vanessa victoriously Her true form of Ursula in front of strangers, terrifying them before taking Ariel with her under the sea. Sebastian and Dory meet mermaid Melody Pichi Pitch
Trivian Ursula's human costume name Vanessa is derived from the Latin word Vanitas, which means vanity, worthlessness, emptiness and emptiness. Interestingly enough, a character named Vanitas appears as one of the main tons of Kingdom Hearts Birth by Sleep, but has nothing to do with Ursula. In
the original sketch of The Little Mermaid, Vanessa's role in the plot was quite different from the final version. Originally, Eric proposed to Vanessa voluntarily when he discovered that he had the voice he was looking for, although he later had second thoughts at the actual wedding when Vanessa
intimidated him into saying I wanted to. Vanessa was also originally meant to wear a scarf to make sure her identity as Ursula was safe (because it hid her nautilus) when meeting people up close (like Ariel). The attack on him was actually much different in the original version, since Scuttle and various
aquatic fauna attacked him and the ship only just before the priest could pronounce them husband and wife and some different animals were involved. During this version of the attack, however, Eric defends him from animals. For Eric to see Vanessa as himself, he had to be exposed to his reflection in
the water of animal waste. Perhaps the biggest difference is that Vanessa kept Ariel's voice, although for some reason she could no longer use it. At one point, when Scuttle harassed Vanessa, she angrily shouted Oh why you a little! and strangle Scuttle the same way homer and Bart in The Simpsons.
Her name is never disclosed in the film before the wedding, often in storybooks she is known as the Maiden. In Vanessa's concept skills, which appear on Little Mermaid DVDs, her name was written on an E, but apparently there was confusion among the film's staff, which caused her name to appear on
A for her production and after all that. Vanessa is one of four figures in the purple or purple eye, and the other three are Aurora, Megara and Dr Facilier. Vanessa was also the first villain with purple eyes, and eventually facilier followed her. In the official comic book adaptation, Vanessa was shown several
times singing in Ariel's voice without a necklace hanging around her neck, suggesting that as long as the necklace is safe, she can speak in Ariel's voice. Vanessa speaks only three times during her brief appearance in Ariel's voice, excluding her vocals, less than any other character. When she has Ariel's
voice, she first screams No, followed by her more famous, Get away from me, you slimy little and later Oh Why You Little. After the loss The voice of her necklace, Pat Carrol Ursula, makes Vanessa's voice, in which she says Eric away from her, Eric No! And you're too late! Vanessa was the second
human woman animated by a bouncing butt and a woman's wobbly walk, the first being Jessica Rabbit and the first such an animated villain. While this is mostly implicit and doesn't directly appear in the forehoot as she walks down the hall with Eric in the way her necklace glides between two frames on
her chest, clearly makes her chest look bouncy and her skirt moves like a wobbly hip. Vanessa has a split-second panel after the birds dived through her dress at her wedding, which has a dark cel visible in her crotch area, meaning she was not wearing panties. In Vanessa's room, the song may have
been the inspiration behind This Day Aria from My Little Pony: Friendship is Magic if the villain also sings into the mirrored bump she is in disguise just before her marriage to a hypnotized man. Vanessa was the second human villain abused by animals before her apparent victory, the first being Madame
Medusa of The Saviors, who shares many qualities with Ursula, in Vanessa's true form. Many of the attacks themselves are similar in that both Vanessa and Medusa have clothes, hair, faces and butts that attack directly. In 2013, Little Mermaid Deluxe Doll Set was released with dolls by Ariel, King Triton,
Eric, Ursula and Vanessa. This is the first time Vanessa has been released as a doll in disney media. Community content is available through CC-BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Said.
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